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Dear Astrid Kerkweg,

Thank you for your clarification of the editorial rules on code availability for GMD discussion paper. We apologize for having overlooked these requirements, and in response to your comment, we prepared access to the current code under review for all journal editors and reviewers.

We uploaded the sources and examples on our wiki page together with instructions and guidance in order to facilitate the code review. The login data has been already sent to the topical editor.

It is planned that the sources of the latest OpenGeoSys-Release, which already include C1075
the serial version of the OGS#IPhreeqc interface, will be accessible for the public under an open source license from July 2015. The fully parallel interface will be part of the following official OGS releases.

We will add the required section “Code availability” at the end of the revised manuscript, of course.

Kind regards,

Wenkui He
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